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Everything we know about drugs-from acid to epidemics to DARE and salvia-turns out to be
wrongStock up on munchies and line up your water bottles: journalist Ryan Grim will take you on
a cross-country tour of illicit drug use in the U.S.-from the agony (the huge DEA bust of an acid
lab in an abandoned missile silo in Kansas) to the ecstasy (hallucinogens at raves and music
festivals). Along the way, Grim discovers some surprising truths. Did anti-drug campaigns
actually encourage more drug use? Did acid really disappear in the early 2000s? And did meth
peak years ago? Did our Founding Fathers-or, better yet, their wives-get high just as much as we
do?Traces the evolution of United States's long and twisted relationship with drugsGives
surprising answers to questions such as: how did heroin become popular, when did the meth
epidemic peak, and has LSD gone the way of QuaaludesBased on solid reporting and wide-
ranging research-including surveys, reports, historical accounts, and moreNot since Eric
Schlosser ventured underground to marijuana's black market in Reefer Madness has a reporter
trained such a keen eye on drugs and culture. A powerful and often shocking history of one of
our knottiest social and cultural problems, This is Your Country on Drugs leads you on a
profound exploration of what it means to be an American.

From Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. Admitting that "so much has been written on drug use
and American culture that it would take weeks to roll all of that paper up and smoke it," journalist
Grim plunges into the counterculture, the literature, the research, the opposition, the
pharmaceutical interests, the media coverage, the kids and users, the heroes and the hypocrites
to chart the evolution of drug use in America, covering every illegal high, taking on well-
entrenched myths and turning up fascinating stories on current trends-beginning with the end of
LSD. Backed by plenty of startling facts (i.e., 1984's drug-related criminal population was
30,000; by 1991 it was more than 150,000), Grim fashions a sharp critique of anti-drug programs
("exposure to anti-drug ads led to higher rates of first-time drug use among certain groups, such
as fourteen-to-sixteen year olds and whites") and other policy decisions (President Clinton's
approval of NAFTA led to an unprecedented influx of drugs across the Mexican border). Grim
isn't all talk, however: he barely survives on-site research during drug riots in Bolivia, goes
through a typically fraught trip on ayahuasca, and scouts the battlefields of the fight to legalize
cannabis ("In San Francisco, pot clubs quickly outnumbered McDonald's franchises"). This
lively, personable history should strike fans of Martin Torgoff's Can't Find My Way Home as a
worthy follow-up. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review* Admitting that
“so much has been written on drug use and American culture that it would take weeks to roll all
of that paper up and smoke it,” journalist Grim plunges into the counterculture, the literature, the
research, the opposition, the pharmaceutical interests, the media coverage, the kids and users,



the heroes and the hypocrites to chart the evolution of drug use in America, covering every
illegal high, taking on well-entrenched myths and turning up fascinating stories on current trends
—beginning with the end of LSD. Backed by plenty of startling facts (i.e., 1984's drug-related
criminal population was 30,000; by 1991 it was more than 150,000), Grim fashions a sharp
critique of anti-drug programs (“exposure to [anti-drug] ads led to higher rates of first-time drug
use among certain groups, such as fourteen-to-sixteen year olds and whites”) and other policy
decisions (President Clinton's approval of NAFTA led to an unprecedented influx of drugs across
the Mexican border). Grim isn't all talk, however: he barely survives on-site research during drug
riots in Bolivia, goes through a typically fraught trip on ayahuasca, and scouts the battlefields of
the fight to legalize cannabis (“In San Francisco, pot clubs quickly outnumbered McDonald’s
franchises”). This lively, personable history should strike fans of Martin Torgoff’s Can’t Find My
Way Home as a worthy follow-up. (July) (Publishers Weekly, July 27, 2009)""One of the theses
of This Is Your Country on Drugs -- a cornucopia of unconventional wisdom about our
relationship to mind-altering substances -- is that the popularity of drugs waxes and wanes
according to a complex sum of factors."" (salon.com, July 20, 2009)""Mark Kleiman calls it
""Atonishingly clear-headed and well-written, as if someone had taken David Courtwright and
added just a splash of Hunter Thompson."" (Mark Klieman, TPMCafe)""A wide-ranging,
fascinating romp through the history of America's insatiable appetite for all manner of drugs,
from opium to crystal meth, all the way up to the possibly soon-to-be-illegal hallucinogen Salvia
divinorum."" (The Philadelphia City Paper)--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Inside FlapIt's time to stock up on munchies, twist the caps off your water
bottles, and get on the bus! You're about to embark on a cross-country tour of the complex,
bizarre, and surprising history of drug use in America, a history that takes you from the
Massachusetts Bay Colony, through New York's nineteenth-century opium dens, on to the
Summer of Love, into the Midwestern "methedemic," and right up to today—where California
has effectively legalized marijuana and the rest of the country is thinking of doing the same.In
This Is Your Country on Drugs, journalist Ryan Grim challenges everything you thought you
knew about America's drug culture and how and when it began, who contributed to its growth,
who opposed it and why, and what makes one drug surge in popularity and another fade.You'll
get the inside story on the huge DEA bust of an acid lab in an abandoned missile silo in Kansas
that may have caused the disappearance of LSD in the early 2000s; find out how the
temperance movement of the nineteenth century encouraged the use of opium, cocaine, and
other narcotics; and discover the link between drugs and the birth of the modern mass
media.Drawing on many sources, both historic and contemporary, Grim asks penetrating
questions about America's drug habit. Has the war on drugs done anything to reduce drug use?
If all drugs were made legal, would we end up re-criminalizing them? Did our founding fathers—
and especially their wives—get high just as frequently as twenty-first-century Americans? Is the
crack epidemic really over, if it ever even existed? Did Ronald Reagan inadvertently cause the
cocaine boom of the 1980s by going after pot smokers? Did NAFTA open the door for Mexican



meth to take over the Midwest? Why do Americans use drugs at a far higher rate than any other
people in the world? Why do we put alcohol in a class different from every other drug? Grim's
answers are, to say the least, startling.He also offers thoughtful insights into why different people
and groups use different drugs. In a hilarious anecdote about a concert by Andy Warhol's speed-
driven performance-art troop Exploding Plastic Inevitable before an audience of pot-smoking,
acid-dropping hippies at San Francisco's Fillmore Auditorium in 1968, Grim reveals the
connection between lifestyle and drugs of choice, as well as what happens when drug cultures
collide.Complete with revelations about the role of major pharmaceutical companies in both the
introduction and eventual criminalization of such drugs as heroin, cocaine, amphetamines, and
others, This Is Your Country on Drugs is more than a powerful, fascinating, and often shocking
history of one of our knottiest social, cultural, and criminal problems; it is a profound and
disturbing exploration of what it means to be an American.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverSeven surprising consequences of the U.S.
approach to drugs—find out the facts in THIS IS YOUR COUNTRY ON DRUGSPast antidrug
campaigns actually encouraged drug use.A few years ago, America stopped dropping acid
altogether.The meth epidemic peaked a long, long time ago.NAFTA opened the border and
created a bonanza for cocaine and meth traffickers—just as President Clinton knew it
would.President Reagan may have inadvertently caused the crack epidemic.Kids today are
doing fewer illegal drugs than kids from any time in the recent past, and for a surprising
reason.The fastest-growing drug in America is a legal hallucinogen you can buy on the Internet.--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorRyan Grim is the
Huffington Post's senior congressional correspondent and has written for Slate, Rolling Stone,
Harper's, and the Washington Post. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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elizanCHAPTER 1The Acid CasualtyOne day in the fall of 2001, I realized that I hadn’t seen any
LSD in an awfully long time. I was living on the Eastern Shore of Maryland at the time, where the
drug had been a fixture of my social scene since the early nineties. Most of my peers had
continued dosing through college or whatever they chose to do instead. Even some watermen
and farmers I knew had tripped on occasion.Because most acid users don’t take the drug with
any regularity—a trip here or there is the norm—its absence didn’t immediately register. It’s the
kind of drug that appears in waves, so the inability to find it at any given time could be chalked



up to the vagaries of the illicit drug market.I began asking friends who were going to hippie
happenings to look for the drug. Eventually, I had a network of people poking around for it at
concerts and festivals across the country, as well as in towns where you’d expect to find it, such
as Boulder and San Francisco. They found nothing—and no one who’d even seen a hit of LSD
since sometime in 2001—even at Burning Man, a gathering of thousands in the desert of
Nevada. Strolling around Burning Man and being unable to find acid is something like walking
into a bar and finding the taps dry.In the fall of 2002, I enrolled at the University of Maryland ’s
public-policy school in College Park, in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. Here, too, I continued
my search for acid—and found the campus dry. Undergraduate hippies had only high school
memories of the once culture-defining drug.At some point, I decided that the disappearance of
acid was nearly, if not totally, complete. I went to see a professor in my department, Peter Reuter,
one of the most well-respected drug-policy researchers in the nation.“ Acid is gone,” I told him.“
How’d you come to this theory?” he asked.“I can’t find it,” I said, “and none of my friends can,
either.” I knew I sounded like a fool, but that was all I had.“That’s not how we do things in this
field,” he said. “Drug availability goes in cycles. That’s not really a series of trends—that’s just
how it is.” He pointed to a book behind me. “Here, hand me that.”He opened the 2002 Monitoring
the Future report, which is produced by the University of Michigan and tracks drug use among
American teens. “As you’ ll see,” he said, running his finger across the LSD table, “use has been
fairly steady over the last . . .” He paused and looked up. “That’s interesting,” he said, looking at
the data for high school seniors. “LSD use is at an historic low: 3.5 percent.” He then regrouped
and continued with his lecture, telling me about supply and demand and peaks and valleys—
and that he was certain the numbers for acid would rise in the 2003 survey.Drug cycles are
widely presumed to be the result of a combination of cultural shifts and the effectiveness of drug
interdiction, but they’ re generally not well understood. Supply and demand, however, inarguably
play a large role. When a drug becomes scarce, its price increases, enticing producers and
distributors to invest more heavily in it, which increases supply, Reuter explained.I told him that I
wasn ’t so sure. His theories might not apply this time. There simply was no acid out there, and
there hadn’t been for several years. I rambled on about the end of the Grateful Dead and the
collapse of giant raves. He was unmoved.“ Check the 2003 numbers,” he said. “They may be
online by now. If levels remain the same, then you’ve got something.”The 2003 numbers had just
come out. I checked annual LSD use: it was at 1.9 percent, nearly a 50 percent drop. I checked a
few other sources. Evidence of acid’s decline could be found practically everywhere—in the
falling statistics in an ongoing federal survey of drug use, in the number of emergency-room
cases involving the drug, in a huge drop in federal arrests for LSD. I took the numbers back to
Reuter.“This isn ’t a trend,” he said. “This is an event.”Like all drugs, acid is a bellwether of
American society. Its effect on our culture in the sixties and seventies was immeasurable, and its
disappearance in the early years of the twenty-first century was limited to the United States.
Cultural commentators who look for trends in unemployment numbers, presidential-approval
ratings, or car and housing purchases are missing something fundamental if they don’t also



consider statistics on drug use. Little tells us more about the state of America than what
Americans are doing to get high.Life in the United States, of course, is similar in many ways to
life anywhere in the developed world. But our nation diverges sharply from the rest of the world in
a few crucial ways. Americans work hard: 135 hours a year more than the average Briton, 240
hours more than the typical French worker, and 370 hours—that’s nine weeks—more than the
average German. We also play hard. A global survey released in 2008 found that Americans are
more than twice as likely to smoke pot as Europeans. Forty-two percent of Americans had puffed
at one point; percentages for citizens of various European nations were all under 20. We’ re also
four times as likely as Spaniards to have done coke and roughly ten times more likely than the
rest of Europe.“We’ re just a different kind of country,” said the U.S. drug czar’s spokesman, Tom
Riley, when asked about the survey. “We have higher drug-use rates, a higher crime rate, many
things that go with a highly free and mobile society.”Different, indeed. There may be no people
on earth with a more twisted and complex relationship to drugs. Much of our preconceived self-
image turns out to be wrong: libertine continentals have nothing on us in terms of drug use, and
American piety hasn’t prevented us from indulging—in fact, it has sometimes encouraged it.
Much of our conventional wisdom about American drug use—that the Puritans and the
members of our founding generation were teetotalers or mild drinkers, that the drug trade is
dominated by huge criminal organizations such as the Mafia and the Bloods, that crack use has
declined significantly since the eighties—turns out to be wrong, too.If there’s one certainty about
American drug use, it’s this: we’ re always looking for a better way to feed our voracious appetite
for getting high—for something cheaper, faster, less addictive, or more powerful. Drug trends
feed themselves as word spreads about the amazing new high that’s safe and nonaddictive.
Then we discover otherwise—and go searching for the next great high. We often circle back to
the original drug, forgetting why we quit it in the first place.The morning of November 6, 2000, a
day before the Bush-Gore election, William Leonard Pickard and his assistant, Clyde Apperson,
were busy loading a massive LSD lab they’d secreted in a converted Atlas-E missile silo in
Wamego, Kansas, into the back of a Ryder truck. Tubing, buckets, glassware—together with the
right industrial chemicals and a lot of expertise, their equipment was capable of rapidly
producing millions of doses of acid. When the men were finished, Pickard, a Harvard graduate
and a legend in the LSD world for being one of the drug’s top producers since the sixties,
climbed into a rented Buick LeSabre. Apperson piloted the truck.Cruising west on Highway 24,
the convoy was followed by two police cars, which pulled behind the vehicles and turned on their
lights and sirens. Neither Pickard nor Apperson pulled over.After several miles, a state trooper
was able to speed in front of the truck and bring it to a halt. Pickard tried to drive around the
stopped vehicles but was blocked. With the Buick still moving, the fifty-five-year-old opened the
door and rolled out of the car, then got up and took off on foot toward a nearby housing
development. Special Agent Carl Nichols of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), who
was following behind the patrol cars, ran after him with trooper Brian K. Smith. Pickard had about
a twenty-foot head start.“Stop! Police!” Smith shouted over and over as he lumbered after a man



nearly twice his age. The race went around the corner of a house and up an embankment, then
through a yard and a cul-de-sac, then down a street. As if on a Hollywood director’s cue, a car
zipped down the street in front of Nichols and Smith, who were forced to wait to let it pass.
Pickard, meanwhile, showed no signs of slowing. The lawmen legged it up another hill along a
driveway. Again as if on cue, Smith, leading Nichols, slipped in the mud and fell. He got up and
crested the hill, but Pickard was gone.“We didn’t know beforehand that Pickard was a marathon
runner,” Nichols told me later. “That would have been useful.”Pickard darted through the woods
and down a stream to throw off the dogs that were sent after him. He made it to a farmhouse
outside Wamego and spent the night in the cab of a pickup truck parked in a barn as helicopters
swarmed overhead. An alert went out for citizens to be on the lookout for one of the world’s most
notorious drug dealers. He’s armed and very dangerous, it said, though neither warning was
true. A farmer spotted him in the barn the next morning and called the police.In Palm Beach
County, Florida, 1,300 miles away, thousands of elderly men and women were struggling to
decipher the state’s butterfly ballots. After weeks of legal battles, the Supreme Court sent
George W. Bush to the White House, marking the end of an era that saw the comeback of LSD,
the spread of Ecstasy, and the rise to political power of the sixties generation. In reaction to that
rise, the ascent of Bush would be accompanied by an aggressive battle against all things liberal,
as well as by the virtual eradication of a primary symbol of the American countercultural rebellion
—the first of three sins Republicans had long sought to hang on their Democratic opposition by
calling it the party of “acid, abortion, and amnesty.”For Pickard, it was the worst two days of his
life—“the long night of the soul,” as he called it in a letter from Lompoc Federal Prison. He was
“shot through with tears, fear, searchlights, the thunder of choppers, fishtailing squad cars and
drawn revolvers, Nazi shepherds, breathless running down creekbeds to throw off the
bloodhounds, visions of worlds devastated forever, [my wife] two weeks from delivery and alone,
and all the other feelings that arise while being hunted and captured by the armed
clergy.”Pickard would receive two concurrent life sentences without the possibility of parole for
conspiracy to manufacture LSD. DEA officials asserted that Pickard’s Kansas lab produced 2.2
pounds of LSD—about 10 million doses, with a street value of $10 million—every five weeks.
They had confiscated, they claimed, 90.86 pounds of LSD, by leaps the largest seizure in
history.They also boasted that this single bust had cut off 95 percent of all available LSD in the
nation.In an article published in Slate shortly after the new drug numbers had come out, I wrote
about the disappearance of LSD. All of the available yardsticks, including data from the federal
Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN), which charts emergency room data in twenty-one major
cities, measured a steep drop-off in LSD use. DAWN, run by the Department of Health and
Human Services, isn’t a scientific survey; it merely records the “mentions” of drugs by
emergency-room patients. (For instance, if you visited the ER with a broken finger and hospital
personnel asked if you were on drugs and you said, “Yes, LSD,” that would go down in DAWN as
an LSD mention, even if you were fibbing. If you answered, “Yes, LSD and pot,” both drug
mentions would appear.) But DAWN numbers are still a good rough measure of drug use.



Between 1995 and 2000, LSD mentions remained relatively stable, hovering at around 2,500
per six-month period. But in the second half of 2001, DAWN LSD mentions dropped below
1,000 for the first time. In the next six-month period, mentions fell below 500.DAWN project
director Dr. Judy Ball told me that what is notable about this decline is that it occurred in every
metropolitan area surveyed. The drop in acid mentions was not local or even regional—it was
national.Nobody collects nationwide arrest data for LSD trafficking and possession, but federal
arrests for these crimes had also tumbled in recent years. The DEA recorded 203 arrests in
fiscal year 2000, 95 in FY 2001, 41 in FY 2002, and 19 in FY 2003. In the first quarter of 2004,
the feds arrested only three people on LSD charges. In the LSD haven of San Francisco, the
DEA recorded no arrests in 2000 and just 20 in 2002, according to Special Agent Richard Meyer
of the agency’s San Francisco office.One possible explanation for the decline could be that
youthful attitudes about LSD had changed for the worse, dragging use down with them. But the
high-school surveys for the period show that both perceived-risk and disapproval rates for the
drug declined. So why hadn’t consumption kept up with perception?I suggested that Pickard’s
arrest came at a time when LSD was vulnerable, employing the well-worn “perfect storm”
analogy. There’s no doubt that Pickard was at some point one of the biggest—if not the biggest—
producers in the nation. His incarceration, combined with the two other major cultural events I
mentioned to Reuter—the demise of both the Grateful Dead and of giant raves—might have
been enough to do acid in.The LSD market took an early blow in 1995, when Jerry Garcia died
and the Grateful Dead stopped touring. For thirty years, Dead tours had been essential to
keeping LSD users and dealers connected. The DEA was aware of the connection and wrote
about it in a 1994 divisional field assessment. After Garcia’s death, Phish picked up part of the
Dead’s fan base—and the vestiges of its LSD-distribution network. In 1996, LSD use among
twelfth graders peaked at 8.8 percent. By the end of 2000, Phish had stopped touring as well,
and the survey numbers for LSD began to tumble.Around the same time, the thousand-plus-
person raves that were popular in the nineties—and always swimming with Ecstasy and LSD, a
good chunk of which was probably dropped off by the roving delivery system of the Dead or
Phish—began to fade out as police began targeting them with more intensity. They were finished
off by the RAVE (Reducing Americans’ Vulnerability to Ecstasy) Act of 2003, which threatened
rave organizers with decades in prison if anyone at one of their events was arrested on drug
charges—a virtual life sentence waiting to happen, given the crowd. The death of the massive
rave brought on a flowering of a million intimate underground parties. Yet the closed nature of
these smaller affairs often put them beyond the reach of not only the police, but also the LSD
network.With the collapse of the Dead, Phish, and the rave, a drug subculture that was
maintained by touring musicians and DJs playing for thousands at a time found itself adrift. At
the same time, it lost a major producer.Due to the spiritual qualities of the experience it induces,
acid is produced and distributed unlike any other drug—with cultish secrecy and evangelical
zeal. LSD is a highly difficult substance to make, and recipes for it, unlike those for Ecstasy or
meth, are fiercely guarded. (Recipes on the Internet are generally bogus or not detailed enough



to be of any use.) In the early seventies, the government took down several dozen members of
the drug’s influential distribution network, known as the Brotherhood of Eternal Love. Despite
facing long prison terms, the leaders of the group refused to testify against one another, which
allowed the network to survive the jailing of Grateful Dead sound engineer Owsley Stanley—who
financed the band with proceeds from his acid empire—and other top producers.“The
prosecutors had never seen anything like the Brotherhood,” Michael Kennedy, the group’s
attorney, told author Robert Greenfield for his biography of Timothy Leary. “They brought in some
informants from outside and did some infiltration, but nobody ever rolled on anybody else in that
organization.”Pickard has hinted to me that he was a member of the Brotherhood. Although it’s
uncertain whether he was, he was certainly active in the LSD scene at the same time. By 2000,
he had attained such status in the acid world that his bust sent shock waves through the
system.My Slate piece exploded on the Internet, as one ex-hippie after another forwarded it
around the globe. After the story ran, my inbox was flooded with messages—some from people
asking if I knew where they could find some acid, others telling stories from the sixties. Not a
single person wrote to say that I was wrong, that acid could still be found somewhere in the
United States.A letter mailed to me at the university, though, caught my attention. The return
address included a prisoner number and the town of Lompoc, California. It was from William
Leonard Pickard. DEA agents never seized 90.86 pounds of LSD, he wrote. They’ re lying.
Check the court transcripts.LSD is one of the most powerful drugs ever created. A mere 20
micrograms—that’s 20 millionths of a gram—can radically alter one’s perception of reality for up
to half a day. There is no known lethal dose, although people have gone into comas when
exposed to too much. One example: an FBI agent who accidentally drenched himself while
searching an LSD lab run by Pickard in the eighties, despite Pickard’s attempt to warn him to
wear protective gear. The agent had to be induced into a coma with Thorazine. He came to
several days later and went home, but the Thorazine—which suppresses LSD’s psychedelic
effects—wore off while he was in the shower. He started tripping again and slipped back into a
coma. He did survive, however.Albert Hofmann, the Swiss chemist who invented the drug in
1938, called LSD “medicine for the soul.” Most subsequent users have followed his lead,
describing their trips in spiritual terms. Countless artists, writers, filmmakers, and musicians have
sought to document this ineffable experience. Even Tony Soprano has gotten in on the
psychedelic act: In the third-to-last episode of The Sopranos, he takes peyote, pukes, and strolls
through a casino. There he spies a roulette wheel and tells his companion that it operates on the
same principle as the solar system—one of the many insights that seem profound while tripping
but are more likely nonsense. Religion scholar Huston Smith participated in Leary’s infamous
LSD experiments at Harvard and noted that his trips seemed similar to transcendental
experiences described by the world’s great mystics.Acid inspires an endless stream of
questioning that wouldn’t be out of place in a Philosophy 101 class. Who am I? Why am I here?
What is life? What is reality? The act of questioning everything, regardless of whether it actually
leads to any answers, can mark a new level of independence in a person. To the acid initiate, a



tripping sixteen-year-old is truly thinking on his own for the very first time. If existence is
contingent upon thought, as Descartes suggested, then the LSD experience can mark the
beginning of one’s existence.Because the psychedelic experience is so mentally subversive, it’s
less appealing to people who are relatively content in their worldview. Acid is perfect as a rite-of-
passage drug, something to help a person transition from one stage of life to another, which
explains why so many traditional cultures have used psychedelics in initiation ceremonies.
Researchers in Europe are studying whether psychedelics can ease the fear of death in the
terminally ill. Just as it can help kick-start one’s life, so the thinking goes, it can help ease a
person’s departure from it.The disappearance of LSD didn’t mean an absence of melting walls in
America. Head-trippers in the first decade of the twenty-first century turned to a variety of other
psychedelics, from plant-based drugs such as ayahuasca and salvia to a host of lab-synthesized
“research chemicals.” Indeed, Americans’ desire for inebriation is remarkably resilient. Aside
from the occasional spike or dip in use, for the better part of the past four hundred years, the
American desire to get blotto has been fairly steady. Dramatic movements toward or away from
specific drugs don’t happen in isolation. They’ re often related to changing patterns in the use of
another drug.On the Eastern Shore, my roommate had a healthy magic-mushroom-growing
operation going in one of our bathrooms, and we readily consumed his fungal harvest in place of
LSD. It wouldn’t be too much of a stretch to say that ’shrooms became part of our daily diet,
though they became less and less powerful unless we took a few days off. By the third straight
day of doing them, they would effectively stop working, no matter how many we ate. Rather than
creating a dependence, this diminishing psychedelic return makes them impossible to become
addicted to.Perhaps because our lives were both still in transition—he had just left the U.S. Army
—the experience was almost always pleasant and profound. Later, when I was out of school and
working toward a career, I found ’shrooming extremely uncomfortable. Federal drug-use
statistics indicate that I have a lot of company in “growing out” of psychedelics—the bulk of users
are in their mid-to-late teens or early twenties. After that, reported use of psychedelics ebbs
toward zero. Of course, drug use itself doesn’t disappear as Americans age—just hallucinogenic
drug use—which says something about the level of our interest, as adults, in having our minds
blown.By the time acid was criminalized, in 1966, it had gone from the domain of academia to
the realm of revolution. LSD fueled an upheaval that was ready for something mind-blowing.
Indeed, though the civil rights and antiwar movements had their geneses before acid became
prevalent in the hippie underground, it’s likely that without LSD, the sixties would have more
closely resembled previous waves of American leftism. With it, there emerged a full -grown
counterculture, a church of opposition to mainstream American values.Those values, suggested
Alexis de Tocqueville, are what you get when you mix democracy with America’s fervent
Christianity. The idea of the American republic as a self-perfecting phenomenon has blended
with our religious idealism to shape the way that we’ve viewed drugs and insobriety throughout
U.S. history. “Religion in America takes no direct part in the government of society, but it must be
regarded as the first of their political institutions,” wrote the French social scientist in his



landmark nineteenth-century travelogue Democracy in America. “However irksome an
enactment may be, the citizen of the United States complies with it, not only because it is the
work of the majority, but because it is his own, and he regards it as a contract to which he is
himself a party. . . . While in Europe the same classes sometimes resist even the supreme power,
the American submits without murmur to the authority of the pettiest magistrate.”Of course,
Tocqueville also identifies another key component of American society: individualism. But the
combination of religious faith and respect for the law has undoubtedly led to the prohibition
movements that have coursed through American culture since shortly after the Revolution.
“Societies are formed which regard drunkenness as the principal cause of the evils of the state,
and solemnly bind themselves to give an example to temperance,” Tocqueville observed, adding
in a footnote, “At the time of my stay in the United States”—the 1830s—“the temperance
societies already consisted of more than 270,000 members; and their effect had been to
diminish the consumption of strong liquors by 500,000 gallons per annum in Pennsylvania
alone.”The decision to get high is always a personal one. Ask a fan of psychedelics about drugs
and he’ ll generally tell you that done responsibly, a regimen of recreational mind alteration aids
one in living an examined life. But drug use has consequences for others, too, be they the
children of the neglectful user or the doctor who handles highs gone wrong. The battle between
common good and individual liberty has long defined the American story, and it has always been
fought especially hard over inebriation of any kind.When it comes to drugs, Americans have put
precious little stock in the concept of pleasure, at least officially. Speed is acceptable as long as
it boosts a kid’s attention span and isn’t just a good time. “Euphoria” is listed as a negative side
effect of pharmaceutical drugs. Ours is a nation in which medical professionals who prescribe
narcotics face the real prospect of prison time even when staying within accepted medical
boundaries. Ronald McIver, a doctor from North Carolina, is now doing thirty years in a federal
prison for reducing more pain than the government thought appropriate, although his prescribing
habits were well within accepted medical practices. When pleasure is suspected, American drug
use gets tricky, particularly when that high might do some real good, as in the case of medical
marijuana.Thus it was in drugs that sixties radicalism found its most visible form of cultural
disobedience. While mainstream America took prescription uppers and downers and drank
eminently legal martinis, the counterculture dropped a new drug that gave it a perception of
reality that matched its revolutionary hopes. “There are the makings here of a complete social
division: revolution is in the head, along the highways of perception and understanding. The
psychedelic experience, being entirely subjective, is self-authenticating,” argues Colin
Greenland in his book The Entropy Exhibition: Michael Moorcock and the British New Wave in
Science Fiction, which posits sixties youth culture as an “alien” society. “It gave its first advocates
an inexorable sense of rightness in opposing their holistic, libertarian ethos to the discriminatory
and repressive outlook of their elders. In legislating against cannabis and LSD, the governments
of America and Europe were not only outlawing drugs that encouraged disaffection among the
young but . . . were reaffirming faith in Western materialism and a single objective



reality.”Psychedelic drugs give one a very real feeling that there’s some type of intangible divide
between those who have turned on and those who haven’t. The psychedelic experience—with
LSD’s being perhaps the most powerful—defies credible characterization, largely because
accounts of it strike the uninitiated as highly unbelievable and seem to the initiated incomplete.
“Non-acid takers regard the LSD trip as a remarkable flight from reality, whereas cautious
devotees feel they’ve flown into reality,” writes Richard Neville in his 1970 “ guide to revolution,”
Playpower. “After an acid trip, you can reject everything you have ever been taught.”LSD didn’t
disappear after it was criminalized. The American government wasn’t toppled, either. Rather, the
nation was able to absorb acid and the counterculture into mainstream consciousness—
probably because there was something fundamentally American about both from the beginning.
LSD is for questers, and Americans have always been on a quest, whether it’s to go west, to go
to the moon, or to spread democracy around the globe. Timothy Leary, who spent years in
prison and was once called “the most dangerous man in America” by President Richard Nixon,
went to his end a respected cultural figure in the employ of Madison Avenue. Jerry Garcia’s
death was commemorated by congressional tributes and fawning cover stories in big-time
glossies.When Barack Obama solicited questions from the public on his presidential-transition
Web site and allowed users to vote on the most popular, sixteen of the top fifty questions had to
do with liberalizing drug policy. In the midst of war and financial collapse, the question voted
most pressing asked whether Obama would legalize marijuana. The media ridiculed the result,
but in doing so, they showed how much they misunderstand the importance we currently place
on getting high in America. Today, huge majorities support legalizing marijuana for medical
purposes, and almost half of Americans support legalizing it for everybody twenty-one and
older.Such widespread acceptance of exploratory drug use helped lead to the comeback of
LSD, pot, and other hippie drugs in the nineties. The comeback stalled out just after Nichols and
Smith chased Pickard through the Kansas countryside.America, we like to boast, is an
amalgamation of many different cultural strains. One class or community—say, impoverished
southern manual laborers—might be doing something completely different to get high from what
another group—say, well-heeled northeastern hipsters—would do. Or it might not be: meth has
been popular at the same time with both the trailer-park set and the urban gay community. Such
odd similarities and stark differences reveal both something particular about a given
socioeconomic milieu and something of the essential character of the American people.In the
late sixties Andy Warhol’s New York scene was openly driven by meth; the drug only later
infiltrated LSD-centered San Francisco. In the spring of 1966, Warhol’s performance-art
extravaganza /troupe of speed freaks, the Exploding Plastic Inevitable, accepted an invitation to
play the Fillmore Auditorium in San Francisco, a legendary hippie venue. The result was a
collision of drug cultures, reports Martin Torgoff in his book Can’t Find My Way Home: America
in the Great Stoned Age, 1945-2000.“We spoke two completely different languages because we
were on amphetamine and they were on acid,” Warhol follower Mary Woronov told Torgoff. “They
were so slow to speak, with these wide eyes—‘Oh, wow!’—so into their vibrations; we spoke in



rapid-machine-gun fire about books and paintings and movies. They were into . . . the American
Indian and going back to the land and trying to be some kind of true, authentic person; we could
not have cared less about that. They were homophobic; we were homosexual. Their women—
they were these big, round-titted girls; you would say hello to them, and they would just flop on
the bed and fuck you; we liked sexual tension, S&M, not fucking. They were barefoot; we had
platform boots. They were eating bread they had baked themselves—we never ate at all!”That
disparity had more to do with cultural differences than with drug availability. Warhol and his band
had ready access to all the LSD they could have digested, but it didn’t fit as well with their
lifestyle and values as meth did. The same type of choice was evident among the hippies:
bennies and other forms of meth were there for those who wanted them, but the egoism and
aggression that those drugs provoke didn’t fit the counterculture ethos. Although drugs are often
given credit for creating or driving a culture, sometimes it can be the other way around. When a
culture can freely choose one drug over another, it will pick the one that fits best with its
worldview.So much has been written on drug use and American culture that it would take weeks
to roll all of that paper up and smoke it. In much of that writing, the story of American drug use
goes something like this: The party started in the sixties, got crazy in the seventies, and got out
of control in the eighties, as greed and addiction took over. That was followed by a period of
recovery and maturity. Yet America is not a rock band, and its real history wouldn’t fit neatly on
VH1. Very few popular authors bother to look at what drugs Americans themselves say they’ re
on—which is a shame, because that information isn’t hard to get. In addition to the University of
Michigan’s federally funded survey of teenagers, which has been going on since 1975, there’s
the feds’ own survey of adult use, now called the National Household Survey on Drug Use and
Health. There are also smaller surveys to which these can be compared, as well as data on
arrests, seizures, and emergency-room admissions.What the numbers reveal is that although
things were indeed crazy in the seventies, things stayed crazy even after Americans supposedly
sobered up. And while the standard drug narrative begins in the oh-so-wild late sixties, let’s not
kid ourselves. Future Americans were getting obliterated on their way to the continent, and
perhaps no decade has witnessed as much better living through chemistry as the 1890s, a time
when the movement against alcohol ushered in a buffet of modern highs.The survey approach
has a natural hindrance: not everybody wants to give the federal government detailed answers
on illegal drug use. But there are ways to attempt to account for the “lie error” in surveys, and if a
certain percentage of people were lying in 1975, it’s safe to assume that a roughly similar
percentage of people were lying in 2005. A recent study that drug-tested folks immediately after
they took a drug-use survey found that the survey results were pretty accurate. Some people
who had done drugs fibbed and said they hadn’t, but some who hadn’t done drugs lied and said
they had. Both groups were very small, and they effectively canceled each other out.However
respondents might lie, though, surveys are always useful for reflecting drug trends. And because
drug use is at once a private and a social affair, drug trends can tell us a lot about where we’ve
been, where we are, and where we’ re going. A lot of smart people have spent careers poring



over these numbers, and the insights they’ve come to have often been overlooked. But the data
have frequently been presented as if they had no cultural or social implications—as if, for
example, cocaine just appeared out of nowhere or LSD simply vanished. A lack of cultural or
historical context allows partisans on both sides of the drug-policy debate to fill the void with
their own stories: the CIA introduced crack to the ghetto; take acid and you’ ll jump out a
window.In reality, there’s no such thing as drug policy. As currently understood and
implemented, drug policy attempts to isolate a phenomenon that can’t be taken in isolation.
Economic policy is drug policy. Healthcare policy is drug policy. Foreign policy, too, is drug policy.
When approached in isolation, drug policy almost always backfires, because it doesn’t take into
account the powerful economic, social, and cultural forces that also determine how and why
Americans get high.Cultural movements change our drug habits; our drug habits alter our
culture. In both cases, the results might not be apparent for years. Yet a sober look at them
makes it clear that America’s twisted relationship with chemically induced euphoria has left a
trail of consequences that have been as far-reaching as they’ve been unintended.CHAPTER 2A
Pharmacopoeia UtopiaOn a Sunday in December 1873, around seventy women marched out of
a Presbyterian church in Hillsboro, Ohio, led by the daughter of a former governor. “Walking two
by two, the smaller ones in the front and the taller coming after, they sang more or less
confidently, ‘Give to the Winds Thy Fears, ’ that heartening reassurance of Divine protection now
known . . . as the Crusade Hymn. Every day they visited the saloons and the drug stores where
liquor was sold. They prayed on sawdust floors or, being denied entrance, knelt on snowy
pavements before the doorways, until almost all the sellers capitulated,” wrote Helen E. Tyler in
Where Prayer and Purpose Meet: The WCTU Story, 1874-1949. Born out of these marches, the
Woman’s Christian Temperance Union became one of the most successful lobbying
organizations in American history.Over the next four decades, the group became a media
sensation, grew its ranks to more than 345,000, and spearheaded the effort to transform the
personal pledge of its members “to abstain from all distilled, fermented and malt liquors” into a
constitutional mandate. By 1920, per capita consumption in the United States was only about an
eighth of what it was a century before, and only about a quarter of what it is today.The WCTU’s
slogan—“For God and Home and Native Land”—perfectly encapsulates the forces that
propelled it: religion, family values, and nationalism. In the nineteenth-century United States, all
three were ascendant. The Second Great Awakening fostered the growth of missionary
societies, preaching tours, and days-long revival meetings. New periodicals such as Godey’s
Lady’s Book, Ladies’ Home Journal, and Good Housekeeping described women’s duties to their
nuclear families as near-religious imperatives. The War of 1812—especially Andrew Jackson’s
drubbing of the British at the Battle of New Orleans—gave Americans a sense of themselves as
players equal to any on the world stage and unleashed a wave of patriotic fervor. If the latter
ebbed a little during the Civil War, it rose again mightily with the 1876 centennial, marked in
Philadelphia with an exposition of homegrown wonders that included Charles E. Hires’s root
beer, H. J. Heinz’s ketchup, and Alexander Graham Bell’s telephone.In other words, if you had a



taste for Bible-thumping, homemaking, flag-waving, and teetotaling, it was an exciting time for
America. Ditto if you had a taste for cocaine or opiates.What we think of as today’s major drugs
almost all entered American culture in the mid-nineteenth century, and all became hugely
popular by the end of it. Key to their success was the demonization of beer, wine, and liquor by
the WCTU, the Anti-Saloon League, and their various fellow travelers and predecessors, none of
which understood something fundamental about America: that it relates to alcohol and drugs
much like an addict does—with spasms of morality and sobriety followed by relapse.Again and
again in American history, the use of one substance diminishes while the use of another rises,
due to a combination of social, political, and economic factors. A movement against a drug
might spring up organically, but it’s nurtured by whatever interests it serves. The drug goes from
socially acceptable to socially condemned. It often becomes illegal. Then something else takes
its place. This process was on full display in the nineteenth century, as the first significant surge
of the temperance movement inadvertently created a drug lover’s utopia.The first European
settlers of America drank much more alcohol—strong apple cider was soaked up by the gallon—
than we do now, despite the reputations of our Puritan ancestors. (Colonists also smoked an
enormous amount of tobacco, often a variety that contained around 15 percent nicotine—
enough to cause hallucinations and a high far superior to the buzz that now comes from a
Marlboro.) Unlike the WCTU, early American temperance advocates opposed drunkenness,
rather than drinking per se. In 1619, the colony of Virginia banned “playing dice, cards,
drunkenness, idleness, and excess in apparel.” The Massachusetts Bay Colony began requiring
a governor’s permit in order to sell liquor in 1633, observing that many of its people were
“distempering themselves with drinke.” One unfortunate lush, a fellow named Robert Cole, was
made to wear a red “D” around his neck for a year.But the American temperance movement
didn’t really get going until 1785, when Dr. Benjamin Rush, a social reformer and signer of the
Declaration of Independence, wrote the first major antiliquor treatise in U.S. history. In his Inquiry
into the Effects of Ardent Spirits upon the Human Body and Mind, with an Account on the Means
of Preventing, and of the Remedies for Curing Them, Rush pioneered the conception of
alcoholism as a disease, while still advocating Christianity, guilt, and shame as great
inducements to sobriety. But he also wrote of the effectiveness of cures including vegetarianism,
ankle blisters, a “violent attack of an acute disease,” “an oath, taken before a magistrate, to drink
no more spirits,” and “suddenly, and entirely” abstaining from liquor—perhaps with the aid of a
touch of laudanum.Unlike the teetotalers he inspired, Rush restricted his finger-wagging to the
consumption of liquor. Drinks such as beer and wine, he wrote, were “generally innocent, and
often have a friendly influence upon health and life.” Indeed, when America’s most prominent
physician was recommended by Thomas Jefferson to help prepare Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark for their journey west, Rush suggested outfitting them with, in addition to such
things as eight ounces of Turkish opium and six hundred mercury-laden laxatives of his own
concoction, thirty gallons of “medicinal wine”—although the doctor did admonish, “The less spirit
you use the better.”Rush suggested that the overuse of spirits could lead to everything from “a



puking of bile,” “a husky cough,” and “frequent and disgusting belchings” to “falsehood . . . fraud,
theft, uncleanliness, and murder.” Liquor tears apart families, ruins fortunes, and corrupts
children. “The social and imitative nature of man,” he warned, “often disposes him to adopt the
most odious and destructive practices from his companions,” meaning that a drunkard begets
other drunkards, until so many are about that the very nation is at risk. “Should the customs of
civilized life preserve our nation from extinction . . . they cannot prevent our country being
governed by men, chosen by intemperate and corrupted voters. From such legislators, the
republic would soon be in danger.”Like-minded men such as Jefferson and John Adams
similarly wanted the nation to be built on “virtue”—a democratic society, they reasoned, requires
the selfless and civilized participation of upright citizens. Shortly after the Constitution was
ratified, Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton pushed through Congress a tax on liquor that he
said was meant “more as a measure of social discipline than as a source of revenue.” (Though
Hamilton also conceded that he “wanted the tax imposed to advance and secure the power of
the new federal government.”) Americans, it turned out, had as much love for taxes on whiskey
as they had for taxes on tea, and the levy was met on the frontier with fierce resistance.
Protesters launched the Whiskey Rebellion of 1794, which had to be beaten back by George
Washington.The movement against insobriety has risen and fallen at different points in the
history of this nation founded on high idealism. But whenever the American campaign against
drunkenness has gathered strength, whether in the 1830s, the 1870s, or the 1980s, the call for
temperance has evolved into a demand for full abstinence—zero tolerance, in today’s terms.
Abraham Lincoln told a temperance organization in 1842 that Americans used to assume that
problems with alcohol come from “abuse of a very good thing,” but then came to realize that the
culprit is “use of a bad thing.” The WCTU still proudly displays a line from the ancient Greek
philosopher Xenophon on its Web site: “Temperance may be defined as: moderation in all things
healthful; total abstinence from all things harmful.”Members of various waves of the American
temperance movement have distributed copies of Rush’s Inquiry, but once total abstinence
became the goal, they left his kudos to beer and wine on the editing-room floor. Other positive
portrayals of drinking were edited out of American history, too. An 1848 engraving of George
Washington making a toast to his officers shows him holding a glass and a bottle of liquor or
wine on the table. When the image was reprinted for the centennial, as the temperance
movement rose, the glass was removed and the bottle was replaced with a hat.The temperance
movement’s drift toward extremism is understandable. In the nineteenth century, temperance
advocacy rose in tandem with organized efforts in support of both the abolition of slavery and
equal rights for women, movements that tended to favor uncompromising positions. Lincoln
supported a moderate stance on slavery and still went to war over it. And women either
deserved equal rights or they didn’t—although the suffrage and temperance movements were
so closely connected that opponents of the latter often opposed the former so that women
wouldn’t have a chance to vote on alcohol in the way that they’d promised.Future president
Warren G. Harding, an early opponent of prohibition, summed up that political positioning in



1916 when he was a senator from Ohio. “I am not sure how I will vote, but think I will vote against
suffrage,” he said, according to an article from the time in The Nation magazine. “ I don’t see how
I can vote for suffrage and against prohibition.”By 1812, when Rush published his extremely
popular Medical Inquiries and Observations upon the Diseases of the Mind, he’d concluded that
drinkers, not just drinks, could be generally innocent. Their will, he writes, was the “involuntary
vehicle of vicious actions.” But that didn’t stop him from suggesting, after a little hand-wringing
over issues of personal liberty, that alcoholics be confined to “sober houses” in order to initiate a
“complete and radical cure of their disease.”The transition from moderation to the radical cure of
abstention was further assisted by the Reverend Lyman Beecher, a brilliant orator and
evangelist who had no fewer than six children who would make a mark on literary and political
history. (Harriet Beecher Stowe of Uncle Tom’s Cabin fame is the best known today.) Beecher
and his children, several of whom were prominent abolitionists, were what we would now call
liberals or progressives. Although Democrats are the ones usually tagged as being “soft on
drugs” today, throughout American history, movements against drugs and alcohol have generally
come from the left, as they cited concerns about the common good, public health, and religion.
Republican president Harding and his attorney general famously played poker and drank
bootlegged whiskey during Prohibition, while The Nation magazine, then and now a leader of
liberal thought, was a supporter of the Eighteenth Amendment. The Prohibition Party, founded in
1880, was emphatically leftist—it had as a primary goal the implementation of the income tax.
Only the relatively recent rise of a more secular left has altered the dynamic.In 1814, Beecher
delivered a series of six sermons on insobriety designed to appeal to the growing sense of
American identity. “Intemperance is the sin of our land, and, with our boundless prosperity, is
coming in upon us like a flood,” he preached. “[I]f anything shall defeat the hopes of the world,
which hang upon our experiment of civil liberty, it is that river of fire, which is rolling through the
land, destroying the vital air, and extending around an atmosphere of death.”As the words of
Beecher and other Second Great Awakening preachers were printed and distributed around the
country, the shift to absolutism came rapidly: within ten years of its 1836 founding, the American
Temperance Society had officially redefined “temperance” to mean “abstinence.” The position
cost the movement the early support it had enjoyed from the beer lobby, which then joined
forces with the liquor industry against the society.Beecher’s river-of-fire rhetoric wasn’t
necessarily disproportionate to the problem. Despite the hopes of the nation’s founders, drinking
had risen steadily in the United States after the Revolution, according to drug and alcohol
historian David F. Musto. Anti-British sentiment led to a decline in the importation of British beer
and an increase in domestic whiskey consumption, which in turn strengthened the temperance
movement—the effects of the more potent beverage, it was assumed, being that much more
deleterious to society. By the 1800s, the movement had gained enough momentum to force
schools to teach fearmongering in the style of the more recent D.A.R.E. (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) program. It demanded that antialcohol messages be a part of every child’s
education. “The majority of beer drinkers die of dropsy,” children were taught. “When alcohol



passes down the throat it burns off the skin leaving it bare and burning. Alcohol clogs the brain
and turns the liver quickly from yellow to green to black. Alcohol is a colorless liquid
poison.”Referring to “alcohol” as a “poison” was the culmination of the shift in attitude. Once beer
and whiskey and gin had become “alcohol,” they became easier to vilify. Once alcohol had
become “poison,” the fight was just about over. These days, poisonous alcohol is mostly
confined to chemistry labs and cleaning agents; the respectable label for the drinkable stuff in
educational settings is “drug,” which associates it with something already prohibited. “There
were days when we called it Bourbon whiskey and Tom gin, and when the very name of it
breathed romance,” wrote Stephen Leacock in 1918. “That time is past. The poor stuff is now
called alcohol. I wish somehow we could prohibit the use of alcohol and merely drink beer and
whiskey and gin as we used to.”In a 2007 New Yorker article, Jill Lepore summed up the
conventional understanding of why American drinking collapsed beginning in the 1830s.If you
were to look at a map, and chart these changes, you’d see that they follow the course of the
nation’s growing network of canals and railroads. The canal or railroad arrives, and the people
join churches; the people join churches, and they drink less. How do historians account for these
correlations? The answer, at first, seems obvious: preachers spread the Gospel; the same boats
and trains that carried cash crops from farms to towns brought revivalist ministers from towns to
farms. But, once they got there, why did anyone listen to them?The most widely accepted
answer to that question was proposed by Charles Sellers, author of The Market Revolution:
Jacksonian America, 1815-1846, who argued that capitalism drove people from the taverns
because the industrializing marketplace needed sober workers. It’s one thing for a field hand to
be wasted, the thinking went. It’s another for a brakeman to be hammered.An insurgent historical
camp, led by UCLA professor and Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Daniel Walker Howe, insists
that there was no market revolution in the 1830s. The nation’s development, he holds, began
earlier and gradually expanded—much more an evolution than a revolution. It certainly didn’t
take place within a decade. Howe suggests that people listened to the preachers simply
because they were authority figures who represented an even greater authority figure, God. A
problem with using his theory to explain the decline of boozing is that drinking didn’t plummet in
the early 1700s, during the First Great Awakening.Clearly, there was more to the downturn than
just the Almighty or the almighty dollar. Human behavior is very difficult to change. So if
Americans all of a sudden stopped getting drunk, what did they do instead? They tended to their
families. They prayed. And yes, they labored. But they also got high.Although whiskey has long
been used to self-medicate depression, nothing takes the edge off quite like a good narcotic.
And in the 1830s, when the temperance movement began its first great push, which helped
reduce per capita U.S. alcohol consumption from four gallons per year to just one gallon in the
span of a decade, Americans had quite the edge on. The Panic of 1837 was set off when banks
in New York City essentially shut down. Across the country, paper notes became worthless. For
five years, the United States was ravaged by its most severe economic downturn to date.
Economist Milton Friedman called it “the only depression on record comparable in severity and



scope to the Great Depression of the 1930s.” America had hit bottom. The religious revival was
one response—the Second Great Awakening culminated in the 1830s—but Americans also
turned to opium to ease the pain.By the 1870s, when the temperance movement began another
great push, the one that eventually led to Prohibition, America’s long-standing affection for
opium products such as laudanum combined with other cultural forces such as war, economic
development, and immigration patterns to move opium from the medicine cabinet to those
infamous urban dens. And surveys from the time show that the drug was even more popular in
rural areas.Twenty-four-year-old Warren Delano made his first overseas journey in pursuit of
opium in 1823 on behalf of the Boston-based importer Russell & Co. Within seven years, he was
a senior partner in the company and heavily involved in the lucrative opium trade. His grandson
Franklin Delano Roosevelt would later sign a constitutional amendment undoing Prohibition. In
the intervening century, America went through a relationship with drugs that makes our current
one appear almost functional.In 1827, the first year the federal government began tabulating
opium imports, almost none was brought into the United States. Five years later, the number had
climbed to around fifty thousand pounds. In several years during the 1830s and early 1840s,
importation peaked at more than seventy thousand pounds. If a dose is less than half a gram—
and it can often be much less—then seventy thousand pounds would be enough for more than
thirty million opium highs in a nation with an 1840 population of roughly seventeen million.
Importation statistics suggest that use continued to rise throughout the 1840s and 1850s.Opiate
use rose just as drinking declined, increasing in the very midst of the temperance surge. As
America’s first real introduction to a drug other than alcohol, the opium boom enjoyed a long
honeymoon. For decades, the benefits of the drug were cherished as its downsides remained
unknown or ignored. Although Chinese immigrants, who came to work on the rapidly expanding
railroad network, are often credited for bringing opium and addiction to it with them to the United
States, immigration statistics suggest that the American taste for opiates might be inborn. By
1880, there were more than a hundred thousand Asian-born immigrants living in the United
States, and their entry into American culture certainly aided the growth of the opium trade. But
the U.S. Census Bureau says that there were just over one thousand people born in Asia living in
the United States in 1850, by which time the rise of opium was already well underway.It has long
been assumed that Civil War doctors gave out morphine injections to wounded troops like
candy, and that the men then brought their opiate addictions home after hostilities ceased. But
the government’s own Medical and Surgical History of the Civil War, published just after the
conflict, debunks that theory: “The hypodermic syringe had not yet found its way into the hands
of our officers,” it states.The report’s conclusion jibes with the history of medical technology. It
was in the 1850s that the first syringe injected morphine into a patient, in Britain, and the
practice didn’t spread to Civil War battlefields until late in the war. Morphine was more commonly
dusted into wounds, and as in civilian life, opiates were also administered as tinctures, pills, or
salts. Historians have long debated how many addicts that might have produced, but there’s
strong evidence that so-called soldier’s disease is to some extent either an invention or a



supposition.That doesn’t settle the question, of course, of what role the war played in the spread
of drug use that came after it. No doubt the many horrors that troops witnessed were traumatic
enough to lead some to self-medicate, but men weren’t the primary users of opium. Most studies
from the time reveal a roughly 60-to-40 percent female-to-male division among opium users. In
the nineteenth century, opium was also a distinctly midlife drug: the average user was about
thirty-five years old, and she most likely got her first taste from her doctor. Nineteenth-century
opium users were predominantly middle- and upper-class, too, hardly the proletarians who
fought in the war.As use and addiction rose, the temperance movement finally caught up with
opium. The Chinese became scapegoats. The first American narcotics law was passed in San
Francisco in 1878, and it targeted not opium but opium dens, which were run by Chinese
immigrants and attracted a multicultural crowd. By 1885, opium was less socially acceptable
than alcohol, which it had begun to replace only a half-century earlier. A New York Times article
about a courtroom scene displays the prevailing attitudes of the decade:James Bradford was
nobbily attired in a tight-fitting Prince Albert coat, carried a new-market on his arm, and he held a
silver-headed cane and a high hat in his hand. He was an ideal of the creature known as “dude.”
He denied having smoked the drug.“ Well, Officer Reynolds caught you in the place,” said the
court. “How do you account for that?”“Well, Judge, to tell the truth,” he replied faintly, “I was a
little bit—a little bit—well, I must admit that I was full, and I don’t know how I came to go into such
a disreputable house.”“ The officer further claims that you had an opium pipe in your mouth,” said
the magistrate. “What is your explanation of this charge?”“ That I can’t tell,” he answered
meditatively, “unless some fellow put it in my mouth for a joke. I was full, you know, and they
could have done anything they pleased without my knowing it.”Assistant District Attorney Purdy
said that the case was a very clear one, and from the evidence he thought the prisoner guilty of
the charge of selling opium to be smoked on the premises. He said he thought it was bad
enough for a Chinaman to be charged with this offense, but it was a crime of more importance
when one of our own race is caught in the act of selling this cursed drug, and he implored the
court to show no leniency to the accused.The opium den’s owner was sent away for three
months and fined five hundred dollars, which the Times reported was the highest penalty given
to date in New York. Bradford got a twenty-five-dollar fine and ten days in the city jail. “He was
unable to pay his fine and he stepped down stairs a very crestfallen ‘dude,’ ” notes the story’s
kicker.As amusing as the story seems, its author was working with some seriously held
assumptions: that opium use should be confined to the Chinese, that drinking—or being “full”—
is more acceptable than getting high, and that opium is a “cursed drug.”Opium and alcohol are
rather different experiences that don’t mix—either physically or psychically—which might
account for the dude’s memory lapse. Thomas De Quincey, the popular author of the 1822
Confessions of an English Opium-Eater, describes it well:The pleasure given by wine is always
rapidly mounting . . . after which as rapidly it declines; that from opium, when once generated, is
stationary for eight to ten hours: the first, to borrow a technical distinction from medicine, is a
case of acute, the second of chronic, pleasure; the one is a flickering flame, the other a steady



and equable glow. But the main distinction lies in this—that whereas wine disorders the mental
faculties, opium, on the contrary (if taken in a proper manner), introduces amongst them the
most exquisite order, legislation, and harmony.At the time, there was little research done
exploring the relationship between opium use and drinking. But there was at least one
noteworthy study: an 1872 look at the opium boom by the Massachusetts State Board of Health.
The reason for the dramatic upswing in opiate use, it concluded, wasn’t the Chinese or the Civil
War—it was the temperance movement.This unintended consequence of the call for sobriety
wasn’t unique to the United States, the board found. “It is a significant fact . . . that both in
England and in this country, the total abstinence movement was almost immediately followed by
an increased consumption of opium,” it noted. The study suggested that easy accessibility to the
drug through pharmacies was part of the reason for the increase, but that many other sources
existed as well. One official, referred to as a state assayer, reported to the board:Opium has
been recently made from white poppies, cultivated for the purpose, in Vermont, New Hampshire
and Connecticut, the annual production being estimated by hundreds of pounds, and this has
generally been absorbed in the communities where it is made. It has also been brought here
from Florida and Louisiana, while comparatively large quantities are regularly sent east from
California and Arizona, where its cultivation is becoming an important branch of industry, 10
acres of poppies being said to yield, in Arizona, twelve hundred pounds of opium.Although this
description of a thriving domestic opium crop might sound surprising today, the board’s
characterization of that crop’s consumers certainly doesn’t: “[T]he opium habit is especially
common among the manufacturing classes,” it asserts, “who are too apt to live regardless of all
hygienic laws.” It puts some of the blame for such lower-class use on doctors, who are “in no
small measure responsible for the moral, as well as physical, welfare of their patients,” and
shouldn’t be allowed to get away with the “injudicious and often unnecessary prescription of
opium.” America’s better half made up “so large a proportion of opium takers,” the study
suggests, because women were “doomed, often, to a life of disappointment . . . of physical and
mental inaction, and in the smaller and more remote towns, not unfrequently, to utter
seclusion.”The “most important cause” of opium taking, however, was “the simple desire for
stimulation,” an urge hitherto satisfied by alcohol consumption. Opium, the report noted, was
both more available and more socially acceptable than alcohol. The narcotic “can be procured
and taken without endangering the reputation for sobriety. In one town mentioned, it was thought
‘ more genteel’ than alcohol.” The report went on to say that it was “between 1840 and 1850,
soon after teetotalism had become a fixed fact, that our own importations of opium swelled”—
citing a rise of 350 percent. In England, one doctor noted, “opium chewing has become very
prevalent, especially since the use of alcoholic drinks has been to so great an extent
abandoned, under the influence of the fashion introduced by total abstinence societies.” The
board also found it “curious and interesting” that as wine drinking advanced in Turkey, opium
eating retreated.As always in America, the limits of what exactly is moral behavior depend on
what the meaning of “is” is. By following their version of God’s code to the letter, teetotaling



Americans of the nineteenth century freely violated its spirit.Opium’s boost was not only due to
its acceptability as a booze replacement, but also because it was a good fit for the times in other
ways. As the Massachusetts Board of Health and De Quincey both noted, opium made for a
good remedy for the negative side effects of the century’s rapid industrialization and urbanization
—boredom, back pain, anxiety, and, because of poor sanitation, all sorts of stomach
problems.In the United States, the negative consequences of using a particular drug are
typically dealt with not only by condemnation, but also by searching for a better, less harmful
drug—as optimistic, potentially profitable, and quintessentially American a project as any that
can be conceived.Morphine was isolated from opium around 1805. The nineteenth-century
version of Big Pharma got into the business of manufacturing and distributing the drug, usually
dissolved in alcohol. In the 1830s, just as folks were starting to put down the bottle,
pharmaceutical companies in Philadelphia became major morphine producers. Medicinal opiate
imports doubled per capita between 1870 and 1890. By the 1890s, there were a quarter of a
million morphine addicts living in the United States.Significantly, these new drugs came with no
baggage. Opium wasn’t perceived as an evil poison like alcohol, at least initially. Morphine taken
through a needle, it was first assumed, had no chance of causing addiction. When that myth was
dispelled, the search was on for a nonaddictive substitute. Bayer, the world’s first pharmaceutical
giant and the maker of aspirin, claimed to have found it and trademarked the wonder drug
Heroin because it made people feel heroic, or, in German, heroisch. “It possesses many
advantages over morphine,” claimed the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal in 1900. “It’s not
hypnotic, and there’s no danger of acquiring a habit.”Heroin had been synthesized from
morphine in 1874, but its commercial value wasn’t recognized until Bayer began selling it in
1898. It took off in the United States, where manufacturers were soon lacing products ranging
from lozenges to pills to salts that dissolved in water with Bayer Heroin.An ambitious drug
connoisseur might have been able to find meth back then, too. German scientists synthesized
amphetamine in 1877, and Japanese researchers developed methamphetamine in 1893 (but
didn’t come up with crystal meth until 1919). In 1933, the first amphetamine derivative met the
mass market, in the form of the Benzedrine inhaler sold by Smith Kline & French. It quickly
integrated itself into bohemian culture to such a degree that it was regularly referenced by the
earliest members of the Beat Generation, but speed wasn’t much a part of the Progressive Era
pharmacopeia.That doesn’t mean there was no way to get a rush. Cocaine, isolated from the
coca plant, added to the libertarian utopia. Merck was the first pharmaceutical company to
manufacture it, and the drug was commercially available in the United States by 1884. Coca-
Cola, introduced in 1886, was a mixture of coca, sugar, and another mild stimulant, the West
African kola nut. It was marketed as a temperance beverage, a substitute for alcohol—an
intoxicant without the poison. Even Coca-Cola, though, hasn’t always been safe from
temperance activists: a movement leader took the drink to court in 1911, charging that its
caffeine was dangerously addictive. After drawn-out litigation, Coke cut the caffeine by half.With
the power of industry marketing behind it, cocaine swept across the nation. The new drug could



“supply the place of food, make the coward brave, the silent eloquent,” promised the Parke-Davis
Company, which sold cocaine kits complete with a syringe.So there we were, at the turn of the
last century, with full legalization. Coke, heroin, and morphine were all readily available. It wasn’t
just a druggie’s paradise; it was the natural experiment that present-day drug-policy experts
dream of.What would happen if drugs were legalized? Well, it happened. And history suggests
that if we ever legalize them again, it won ’t be long before we ban them all over again.Yet
legalized drugs weren’t an accidental by-product of the nineteenth century’s economic and
technological advances. They were its foundation. By the late 1800s, levies on alcohol, tobacco,
and tea made up almost half of all British government revenue. They financed the country’s
imperialist aspirations and, along the way, cost it the American colonies—which financed their
own war for independence with tobacco proceeds.The role of opium in furthering British colonial
ambitions is well known. Rum propped up the transatlantic slave trade. “With these psychoactive
products [colonial powers] paid their bills, bribed and corrupted their native opponents, pacified
their workers and soldiers, and stocked their plantations with field hands,” writes David
Courtwright in Forces of Habit: Drugs and the Making of the Modern World.By 1906, tens of
thousands of opium-containing medical preparations had been patented. In America, producing
and selling these nostrums was a massive and far-reaching undertaking, one that helped create
the modern advertising industry and the mass media—not to mention the monolithic, multibillion-
dollar business that is Big Pharma. With the advent of the twentieth century, however, the world’s
elite began to embrace a much different stance toward drugs, a reversal that Courtwright calls
“one of history’s great about-faces, however slowly and imperfectly executed.”This about-face
was driven by the United States. As the country emerged from World War I a preeminent power,
it sought to enact its own tightening drug policies on a global scale, creating a regime of
worldwide narcotics control that persists today even as other forms of American dominance
falter.
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Book Shark, “This is your review on Caffeine. This Is Your Country on Drugs: The Secret History
of Getting High in America by Ryan Grim"This Is Your Country on Drugs..." is the interesting
history of getting high in America. "Gonzo" journalist Ryan Grim takes us on a first person tour
through many interesting topics covering the impact of policies on the drug use of Americans
and why it has been an utter failure. The book is composed of following fourteen chapters: 1.
The Acid Casualty, 2. A Pharmacopoeia Utopia, 3. Prohibition, Inc., 4. America's Little Helper, 5.
New Coke, 6. D.A.R.E. to Be Different, 7. Border Justice, 8. Kids Today, 9. You Trip, 10.Blowback,
11.Conflicts of Interest,12. Puff, Puff, Live, 13. Cat and Mouse and 14.Acid Redux.Positives:1.
For those of us who know little about the drug history in America it was an insightful read.2.
Accessible, conversational and even humorous tone throughout.3. Well researched book that
covers our history with drugs.4. Plenty of interesting historical tidbits throughout.5. Mr. Grim does
a wonderful job of explaining the impact of policies on the drug culture of America. Interesting
how even well intentioned policies fail and why.6. Jaw dropping to know what drugs were
allowed in early America versus now. Bayer Heroin pills, who knew?7. You get to know the
interesting history of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) and their social
impact.8. Where did cannabis first came from?? You will know after reading the book.9. A
famous dictator was injected daily with speed, find out.10. The history on attempts to legalize
marijuana.11. The concept of supply and demand. The impact of NAFTA.12. The book is as up
to date as any book is on the topic.13. Some great quotes..."Prohibition helps create the very
conditions that make prohibition ineffective."14. Absurd criminal sentencing for minor drug
dealers.15. Interesting statistics abound.16. Some good and useful links.Negatives:1. There is
no bibliography. For a book that makes many references this is a crime. The author does make
some references in the body of the book but it's a far cry from a typical bibliography. An
appendix with notes does not suffice.2. Glorifies the use of drugs at least that's my impression.3.
A table with most popular drugs with descriptions by era would have been nice.4. In general, it
doesn't get into the drugs impact to the individual user as much as I would have liked.In
summary, "This Is Your Country on Drugs..." was an interesting book to read. It reads fairly
quickly because of the interesting topic and conversational tone. It also was quite enlightening
and from my point of view politically even handed despite the apparent bias in favor of drug
usage. What keeps the book from getting a 5-star review was the lack of a bibliography, lack of a
drug table/chart to be used as a reference and the apparent glorification of drugs. In short, a
worthwhile, educational read that has something for everybody.”

Errol Icsel, “The 30,000' View of Insanity. This book starts out with two premises, both involve
supply and demand, and which then shows us where we are today. I have only read half this
book, and will post more it when I finish.The first premise involves the supply of LSD. I have to
admit, I've heard this before myself some time ago, and also what was substituted. So I know he



is right there. The second involved Reagan, and despite the claims of detractors of this book, I'm
at that right age to remember the 80's becoming the age of Speed/Coke/Capitalism, and the anti-
drug ad that through reverse-psychology promoted it. I also remember the pot dealers turning
into coke dealers by the mid-80's. The leason we failed to learn is that we are a speed culture
going back to WW2.So we have supply and demand and of course, the new wave of mind
manipulation, public relations. Public Relations which the Reagan administration spent tons on
to turn him into the God-President he is seen as today. Our own Claudius. Read about VAL's and
F.U.D. to understand what I mean.Thats my view of the first few pages.Then the book becomes a
history lesson going back to the Whiskey Rebellion. In other words, the Prohibition trauma we
suffer began with the birth of this nation. I understand better the left leaning mechanism that not
only delayed Women's suffrage but perhaps the end of slavery as well. This book, so far, doesn't
take ideological sides, and neither should you.I remember as a student being bored with history
books, but loved the sidenotes to history printed in those textbooks because they had context.
This is THE comprehensive history of our Country. And instead of having a non-theologian talk
to us about theology, this author is trustworthy in that he understands and conveys the subject
matter through intellect and experience. The question is, "Can you handle the truth"?This book
will make drug companies, the government and the drug war clear to you. The only other option
to this book, is to read all the drug war propaganda past and present that comes from our
government, and realize that its the complete opposite of the truth.”

Tom Dilberger, “interesting book. This is an interesting look at how drugs developed over the
years I this country, but the last 2-3 chapters broke down a bit - too many statistics. But I
recommend this book overall.”

Discreet Me, “Sometimes it's a bit too detailed and boring.. Outstanding detailed coverage of the
history of the ill-conceived war on drugs. Sometimes it's a bit too detailed and boring.”

Amanda, “Fascinating, especially for non-fiction!. Fascinating and well researched. So
interesting - all the things I never knew about our sordid history with legal Rx drugs (and alcohol)
as well as illegal drugs. I bought this copy b/c I can't remember where I loaned my original
hardcopy!”

Jimmy Green, “Four Stars. Very good read”

Tyler, “Interesting book, great transaction. Fast ship, book looks great, reads great. Learn about
the history of drugs, and about why the war on drugs concept is fatally flawed. So mysterious!
But so intriguing.”

LAB, “Very interesting book!. I was very impressed with this book. It was nice to finally read a
book on drugs that did not put them in a bad light, or be totally for prohibition. The content was



varied including; history of specific drugs, stats on popularity throughout the ages and the war on
drugs. It was well researched and informative while remaining very interesting. Definitely would
suggest this book to any of my friends. Lent it to my mother the other day who let me know that
she is also really enjoying it.”

The book by Ryan Grim has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 45 people have provided feedback.
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